Wing systems are typically comprised of countless non-standard parts and custom built to order. Customers often suffer from long parts delays, when trouble arises. With the HWS, Henderson now has a modular wing system that exceeds our own high standards and won’t leave you high-and-dry.

The Henderson Wing System (HWS) is standardized around several key components and critical areas. The benefits include quicker response times (entire system or parts), the ability to mix-n-match (features and options) without creating a custom order and improved installation process (faster and cleaner).

This feature-rich and innovative design starts with superior front mast construction (½” flange, ½” web and ¾” non-binding slide are standard). Its heavy-duty fabricated I-beam construction increases slide engagement area and protects equipment from unavoidable impact forces. The mast base also features a 3-position pin float adjustment to help compensate for truck sag. The king pin is 1½” diameter (standard) with a built-in handle for fast exchange or maintenance. And finally a beefy, yet simplified Dee connection for durability.

Couple this with multiple location configurations, adjustable ribs, several moldboard options and you have a reliable wing system ready for challenging conditions.
Consult your local Henderson Distributor for all available options.